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Abstract
Scholars from various disciplines argue that the 1970s formed a historical watershed. Several
arguments rely on the notion of a significant change in the modes of production, labour and
consumption – a change usually coined as de-industrialization, which had severe economic,
social and cultural repercussions on numerous cities. These repercussions are frequently
phrased in semantics of crisis. The article will present an exemplary case that sits uneasily
with this master narrative. Wilhelmshaven, a medium-sized city in north-west Germany, wit-
nessed significant changes in the 1970s, too – but not away from, but towards industrialization,
and throughout the industrializing phase, diagnoses of crisis played a major role in stabilizing
the process. Analysing Wilhelmshaven’s industrialization, which took place between the late
1960s and the mid-1980s, will shed light on two aspects: first, the effects industrialization had
on the city’s socio-economic structure; secondly, the effects different crises and their diagnosis
had on the process. In doing so, the article will link perspectives from urban history with the-
oretical concepts of crisis and, thus, attempt to provoke a closer look at cities of the 1970s.

In 1975, the local savings bank in Wilhelmshaven, a medium-sized city in
Germany’s1 north-western corner, published an image brochure, which praised
the city’s past and its future prospects. The first page is full of grandiose slogans,
such as ‘Germany’s alternative to Rotterdam’, ‘green city by the sea’ or ‘horizon
of national economic opportunity’.2 The third slogan is particularly interesting
since it denotes the contemporary optimism about the city’s future. This optimism

†The article is based on a broader research project about perceptions of and reactions to crises in indus-
trial cities after World War II. The project is funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG). I would
like to thank Jörg Arnold, Tobias Becker and Otto Saumarez Smith for their helpful and insightful com-
ments. I would also like to thank Michael Simonson and Michael O’Connor for correcting and improving
grammar and idiomacy.

1For the sake of simplicity, ‘Germany’ always refers to the Federal Republic of Germany in this article.
2Stadtarchiv Wilhelmshaven (StdaWHV) 3689, Fremdenverkehr, Tourismus, Werbung, box 3, Sparkasse

Wilhelmshaven, ‘Wilhelmshaven’. These and all further quotes are translated from German by the author.
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rested on the successful attraction of large-scale complexes from the petrochemical
industry, which began in April 1970. After the first contract about settling a plant
processing alumina was signed, local media and politicians were jubilant: ‘April 9th
is the beginning of a new era. Industrialization has reached the Jade.’3

This article will scrutinize the industrialization of Wilhelmshaven from the vant-
age point of such optimistic claims. It argues that these claims not only accompan-
ied the industrialization process, but that optimism played a major part in its
justification and perpetuation in spite of crises and problematic developments
throughout the 1970s. The interplay of optimism and industrialization is indicative
of an interesting discrepancy between the history of Wilhelmshaven in the 1970s
and recent historiography about that decade. In his 2009 lecture at the German
Historical Institute in London, Hartmut Kaelble summarized the scholarship on
the 1970s in Europe and pointed out two major trends. The 1970s are either under-
stood as ‘the dark interpretation of decline, of crisis, of disillusionment’ or inter-
preted as the beginnings of the present, ‘of new realism or even of promise’.4 For
the historiography on Germany, Kaelble’s assertion is fairly accurate, even though
most approaches to the 1970s are more balanced than his dichotomy suggests.5

Both trends in historiography emphasize significant changes in production,
labour and consumption, usually connected to notions about the changing role
of industry. There are certainly good reasons for understanding the 1970s in
Germany as a watershed in this respect. For the first time, the tertiary sector con-
tributed more to the German gross domestic product than the industrial sector.
Furthermore, the number of industrial workers continually declined from 1975.6

These changes and the accompanying contemporary literature from various aca-
demic disciplines fostered the notion of an emerging post-industrial society and
processes of de-industrialization.7 Even though both diagnoses have recently
received criticism and readjustment,8 notions of the 1970s as the first
de-industrializing decade prevail.

3‘Die Würfel sind gefallen’, Wilhelmshavener Rundschau, 10 Apr. 1970.
4H. Kaelble, The 1970s in Europe: A Period of Disillusionment or Promise? (London, 2010), 5. For the

‘dark interpretation’, Kaelble mentions: K. Jarausch (ed.), Das Ende der Zuversicht? Die siebziger Jahre
als Geschichte (Göttingen, 2008); G. Metzler (ed.), Krise des Regierens seit den 1970er Jahren. Deutsche
und Westeuropäische Perspektiven (Paderborn, 2007); A. Varsori (ed.), Alle origini del presente. L’Europa
occidentale nella crisi degli anni settanta (Milan, 2007). For the other interpretation, Kaelble mentions:
P. Chassaigne, Les années 1970: fin d’un monde et origine de notre modernité (Paris, 2008); T. Judt,
Postwar. A History of Europe since 1945 (New York, 2005); A. Turner, Crisis? What Crisis? Britain in
the 1970s (London, 2008).

5See, for example, F. Bösch, ‘Boom zwischen Krise und Globalisierung. Konsum und kultureller Wandel
in der Bundesrepublik der 1970er und 1980er Jahre’, Geschichte und Gesellschaft, 42 (2016), 354–76;
A. Doering-Manteuffel and L. Raphael, Nach dem Boom. Perspektiven auf die Zeitgeschichte seit 1970
(Göttingen, 2008); K. Jarausch, ‘Krise oder Aufbruch? Historische Annäherungen an die 1970er-Jahre’,
Zeithistorische Forschungen/Studies in Contemporary History, 3 (2006), 334–41.

6W. Abelshauser, Deutsche Wirtschaftsgeschichte. Von 1945 bis zur Gegenwart (Bonn, 2011), 309–19.
7The most prominent example is the study of American sociologist Daniel Bell. See D. Bell, The Coming

of Post-Industrial Society. A Venture in Social Forecasting (New York, 1973).
8See W. Plumpe and A. Steiner (eds.), Der Mythos von der postindustriellen Welt. Wirtschaftlicher

Strukturwandel in Deutschland 1960–1990 (Göttingen, 2016). In 2016, an international conference
(‘Industrial Decline and the Rise of the Service Sector? How Did Western Europe and North America
Cope with the Multifaceted Structural Transformations since the 1970s?’) also dealt with the question
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This might be due to contemporaries’ tendency to describe this process – and
change in general – with the rhetoric of crisis.9 As André Steiner pointed out,
the contemporary experience of economic change was closely connected to such
diagnoses. A case in point is the economist and ‘innovation researcher’, Gerhard
Mensch. He identified the ‘drift of the structural change’ as the core of the crisis.10

Even though most diagnoses remained blurry and the 1970s saw a wide variety of
them, it seems reasonable to put an emphasis on contemporary perceptions of
crisis when investigating the industrialization of Wilhelmshaven. This is
even more so, considering Wilhelmshaven received the so-called ‘first oil crisis‘
in a spirit of optimism and, hence, sits uneasily with diagnoses of a ‘new era of
“uncertainty and crisis” due to the global currency system’s collapse and the oil
shock of 1973’.11

The latter serves as a popular caesura in German historiography on the 1970s
and beyond. ‘The shorter the text, the more likely is a reference to the oil crisis
as a factor or at least indicator for a substantial change from euphoric hopes of
the boom years towards a pragmatic crisis management’,12 as Rüdiger Graf charac-
terizes the general trend in the majority of scholarship on the 1970s. The same ten-
dency seems to prevail in German urban history, where the oil crisis is usually used
as a means for periodization.13 In addition to the interest in the peculiar mix of
optimism and industrialization in Wilhelmshaven, this article thus provides a con-
tribution to analysing perceptions of crises in cities beyond the well-established nar-
rative of ‘urban crisis’.14

This article is arranged in chronological order. After some preliminary remarks
about Wilhelmshaven’s history until the end of World War II, the interplay
between industrialization, its perception and perceptions of crisis is discussed in
four steps. In the first section, the years between the successful attraction of the
very first industrial project and 1973 are scrutinized as a prelude to the first oil cri-
sis, whose perception is discussed in the second section. Similar to the first section,

about the relationship between industry and the service sector. See the conference report, online: hsoz-
kult.de/conferencereport/id/tagungsberichte-6831 (last accessed 24 Apr. 2019).

9For the various semantic fields of crisis, see R. Bebermeyer, ‘“Krise”-Komposita. Verbale Leitfossilien
unserer Tage’, Muttersprache. Vierteljahresschrift für deutsche Sprache, 90 (1980), 189–210.

10A. Steiner, ‘Bundesrepublik und DDR in der Doppelkrise europäischer Industriegesellschaften. Zum
sozialökonomischen Wandel in den 1970er-Jahren’, Zeithistorische Forschungen/Studies in Contemporary
History, 3 (2006), 342–62 (at 345).

11A. Rödder, ‘Das “Modell Deutschland” zwischen Erfolgsgeschichte und Verfallsdiagnose’,
Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte, 54 (2006), 345–63 (at 360).

12R. Graf, Öl und Souveränität. Petroknowledge und Energiepoltiik in den USA und Westeuropa in den
1970er Jahren (Berlin and Boston, MA, 2014), 335.

13See, for example, F. Lenger, ‘Einleitung’, in F. Lenger and K. Thenfelde (eds.), Die europäische Stadt im
20. Jahrhundert. Wahrnehmung, Entwicklung, Erosion (Cologne, 2006), 1–21 (at 13).

14From a genealogical perspective, Timothy Weaver recently deconstructed this narrative. See T. Weaver,
‘Urban crisis: the genealogy of a concept’, Urban Studies (Special Issue) (2016), 1–17, accessed online on 17
Feb. 2017 at http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0042098016640487. There is some urban histor-
ical research on the connection between crises and cities that does not follow this narrative. An issue of
Urban History recently dealt with crises, albeit from the perspective of policing the city from 1700 to
1900. See Urban History, 43 (2016). As early as 1983, Anthony D. King discussed the connection between
economic crises and cities in a historical perspective. See A.D. King, ‘“The world economy is everywhere”.
Urban history and the world system’, Urban History, 10 (1983), 7–18.
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the third section also forms a prelude. In the years between 1974 and 1980, opti-
mism about the future collided with a disenchanting present. The accumulation
of negative developments into another crisis and its effects on the industrialization
of Wilhelmshaven are discussed in the fourth section.

As secondary literature about Wilhelmshaven’s social and economic history after
World War II is scarce, the article is predominantly based on primary source
material, drawing upon published accounts as well as concrete developments in
the city’s industrial makeup. For the former, newspaper articles as well as commer-
cial and promotional material from the municipal archives are consulted. Even
though these sources have limitations for an in-depth analysis of the individual citi-
zens’ experience, they provide at least a well-rounded picture about publicized
accounts and official representations of optimism. The concrete measures for
Wilhelmshaven’s industrialization were a focus of the local newspaper reporting.
In addition to that, political, administrative and academic sources are consulted.

‘The emperor’s most favourite child’ – contextualizing Wilhelmshaven
Among the numerous slogans, the brochure of the local savings bank also carried
the claim ‘The emperor’s most favourite child’,15 which points towards
Wilhelmshaven’s origins in the mid-nineteenth century.16 In the mid-1850s,
Prussia bought the region where Wilhelmshaven would be situated to build a
naval base. In 1869, the site of the base was called Wilhelmshaven for the first
time, named after Wilhelm I. In the constitution of the German Empire,
Wilhelmshaven was declared as the country’s naval base for the entire North Sea
fleet in 1871. Two years later, it gained town privileges.

It is evident that the city benefited enormously from its close connection to the
navy – at least in times of military build-up, such as Wilhelm II’s policy of naval
expansion or the years before both World Wars. It is almost similarly evident
that destruction and military demobilization after both wars significantly marred
the city’s attractiveness. Between 1910 and 1916, the population dropped from
35,000 to 21,000 inhabitants; the years 1939 and 1945 saw a drop from 125,000
to 89,000. In the following years, the city saw a slow but steady growth to
104,000 inhabitants in 1973. Afterwards, the population dropped more or less
steadily to 75,000 in 2015.17

Up until 1956, when the rearmament of the Federal Republic of Germany led to
a return of the navy, the port was out of use due to severe destructions and Allied
prohibitions.18 The year not only marked the return of the navy but also
Wilhelmshaven’s first successful attraction of a seaward company: the

15Sparkasse Wilhelmshaven.
16For the city’s history before the end of World War II, see I. Dunger, Wilhelmshaven 1870–1914

(Wilhelmshaven, 1962); E. Grundig, Chronik der Stadt Wilhelmshaven (Wilhelmshaven, 1957); M. Wein,
Stadt wider Willen. Kommunale Entwicklung in Wilhelmshaven/Rüstringen 1853–1937 (Marburg, 2006);
and J. Graul, ‘Die Stadt auf Befehl. Strukturwandel und Konversion in Wilhelmshaven’, University of
Oldenburg Ph.D. thesis, 1996.

17For the numbers, see the respective volumes of Deutscher Städtetag (ed.), Statistisches Jahrbuch
deutscher Gemeinden.

18For the following, see Graul, Stadt auf Befehl, esp. 126, 144–6.
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Nord-West-Oelleitung GmbH (NWO), a corporation of several oil companies,
which planned and constructed a jetty and a pipeline for landing oil at
Wilhelmshaven and transporting it to the refineries in the Ruhr area and beyond.
The crucial factor for both the NWO and the navy was the very deep waterway of
the Jade, where Wilhelmshaven is situated. Yet, despite this locational advantage,
further large-scale seaward companies or industries did not find their way to the
north-west until the 1970s. The navy and Olympia, a manufacturer of office
machines from nearby Roffhausen, which was beyond city limits, remained the
main employers. While both employers were of great importance to the local labour
market, they posed a fairly important fiscal problem for the city, too. Neither the
navy nor Olympia were taxable in Wilhelmshaven. This problem was supposed
to be solved by attracting capital-intensive industries in the 1970s.

Prelude I: ‘breakthrough towards a coastal seat of industry’ – Alusuisse and
Mobil Oil
In April 1970, representatives of the city as well as from the federal and Lower
Saxon state governments signed an option contract with the Swiss company
Alusuisse, which planned to build a plant for processing alumina. The Alusuisse
project is characteristic of three general traits in the city’s industrial history. First,
Wilhelmshaven did not undergo a process of a broad industrialization with a diver-
sified portfolio. Isolated from Germany’s main markets,19 the city could not provide
a reasonable market for capital goods, as representatives of both the city20 and
industry argued. Thus, the city targeted extractive industries, relying on bulk
cargo such as oil, coal, liquid gas and sodium chloride. To these industries, the
city successfully marketed itself as an attractive deep water harbour, as a contem-
porary study found.21 Secondly, the Alusuisse complex was supposed to be built
on the Rüstersieler Groden, a polder area that was developed in the 1960s. This
was in keeping with German post-war urban planning, which demanded a strict
separation between living, business, leisure, and industry. In Wilhelmshaven, the
goal was to ‘develop industrial sites at the city’s lee side in the east’.22

Thirdly and most importantly, the focus was solely on capital-intensive projects.
These were supposed to create business tax revenues and solve the city’s financial
problems. According to the local newspaper, the company intended to invest
roughly 5 billion Marks (£550 million).23 Since administration and politics

19In an interview with a project group from the Technical University Berlin, an executive of Mobil Oil
explicitly mentioned the distance to the company’s core-markets as a disadvantage of Wilhelmshaven. See
StdaWHV 3080, Allgemeine Wirtschaftsförderung 3080, box 1, ‘Projektbericht. Institut für Stadt- und
Regionalplanung. Technische Universität Berlin: Voraussetzungen und Folgen der Ansiedlung von
Großindustrie in Wilhelmshaven’ (Berlin, 1978), 85.

20In a speech refuting the criticism of a group of environmentalists, the mayor explained that no pro-
ducer of capital goods would come to Wilhelmshaven. See StdaWHV 2010–5, Arthur Grunewald, box 3,
‘Rettet die Küste’.

21See StdaWHV 3080, box 1, Projektbericht, 89.
22StdaWHV 3061, Stadtplanung, Wiederaufbau nach 1945, box 3, ‘Flächennutzungsplan 1973’, 123. See

also StdaWHV 3061, Stadtplanung, Wiederaufbau nach 1945, box 4, ‘Flächennutzungsplan 1968’.
23See ‘Alusuisse investiert fünf Milliarden Mark. Weltbekannte Unternehmungen verhandeln’,

Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 11 May 1971.
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calculated that every 100 million Marks (£11 million) of investment would generate
1 million Marks (£110,000) of business tax revenue,24 the rumoured 5 billion more
than compensated for the poor impact the projectwould have on the local labourmar-
ket. At the project’s first expansion stage –which it never exceeded (see below) – only
eighty new jobswere going to be created. Furthermore, almost nobody from the city or
the region, with the exception of highly skilled technicians and scientists from all over
Germany, were going to be employed.25

The poor effects on the labour market did not impede the enthusiasm that swept
over huge parts of Wilhelmshaven in the spring of 1970. When the contract was
signed, newspapers and politicians rejoiced. The Wilhelmshaven part of the
Nordwest Zeitung from the nearby city of Oldenburg saw a ‘breakthrough towards
a coastal seat of industry’,26 the mayor spoke of the ‘breakthrough towards indus-
trializing Wilhelmshaven’,27 and the Wilhelmshavener Zeitung (WZ) headlined
‘Wilhelmshaven turns into an industrial centre’.28 The successful attraction of the
Alusuisse project even made headlines with the established broadsheet newspaper
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung: ‘A billion Marks project for Wilhelmshaven’.29 In
Wilhelmshaven, the year 1970 abounded with further optimistic and enthusiastic
receptions of the contract, which was finalized in September.30 Accordingly, the
project featured prominently in an optimistic article about the future 1970s, pub-
lished on New Year’s Eve in the WZ.31

Yet, there was some criticism of the project. A group of environmentalists, which
had formed in opposition to a titan-welding plant in the mid-1960s, now strongly
opposed the Alusuisse project. In addition to damage to the Jade’s eco-system, they
disputed the project’s economic relevance. Rather than supporting large-scale pro-
jects, they urged the city to invest in small- and medium-sized, labour-intensive
businesses. In his speech about the municipal budget plan for 1972, chief-
municipal director, Gerhard Eickmeier, fiercely defended the project against the
criticism. His speech indicates that support for and enthusiasm about the project
significantly exceeded the realm of local media: ‘City council, the unions, the
trade associations, and the district’s craftsmen association’32 were in agreement
that the project was valuable and important for Wilhelmshaven.

The value and importance attached to the project was in part due to the hopes
for its pull-effects, as the mayor put it in May 1971. ‘World-renowned companies’,

24See the sketches of the Social Democrats’ campaign programme for the local elections in 1972.
StdaWHV 2010–5, Arthur Grunewald, box 5, folder 7.

25See ‘Alusuisse investiert pro Arbeitsplatz in der Elektrolyseanlage eine Million Mark’,Wilhelmshavener
Zeitung, 17 Apr. 1971; StdaWHV 3080, allgemeine Wirtschaftsförderung, box 4, ‘Wirtschaftsförderung in
den Jahren 1968 bis 1972 in Wilhelmshaven’; StdaWHV 3080, box 1, Projektbericht, 60.

26‘Durchbruch ist gelungen’, Nordwest Zeitung, 10 Apr. 1970.
27‘Gemeinsam’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 16 Apr. 1970.
28‘Wilhelmshaven wird jetzt Industriezentrum!’, Wilhemshavener Zeitung, 10 Apr. 1970.
29‘Ein Milliarden-Projekt für Wilhelmshaven’, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 10 Apr. 1970.
30See, for example, ‘Der Alusuisse-Vertrag ist unterzeichnet!’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 30 Sep. 1970;

ibid.: ‘Die “Ehe Wilhelmshaven – Alusuisse” vollzogen’.
31‘Optimistischer Blick auf den Schritt in die siebziger Jahre’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 31 Dec. 1970.
32StdaWHV 3100, Politik und Verwaltung, box 1, ‘Grundsatzreferat zum Haushaltsplan 1972 des

Oberstadtdirektors’, 15.
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he told the WZ, ‘have already put out their feelers to Wilhelmshaven.’33 Two of
these companies, Amoco and Mobil Oil, looked into building refineries there.34

A year later, a contract between the city and Mobil Oil was signed. Similarly to
the reception of the Alusuisse project, the refinery became a point of reference
for optimism and hope. Again, the press reported about huge sums to be invested,35

the German chancellor called it an ‘impressive example of successful regional pol-
itics’,36 and an increase of job opportunities was anticipated.37 Unlike Alusuisse,
which was a lot more low-key, Mobil Oil chimed in with the optimistic crescendo.
In brochures distributed to almost every household, the company praised itself for
its ecological precautions and the positive effects the refinery would have on the
city’s economic structure.38 In addition to the immediate effects on the tax revenue,
Mobil Oil suggested, it would have pull-effects on other companies and, thus, create
further job opportunities beyond the refinery.39

Wilhelmshaven’s ‘breakthrough’, however, did not contribute to a significant
growth of the job market or its economy in general, as a critical report, commis-
sioned by local businesses, found.40 Despite these findings, the ongoing criticism
of the environmentalists, and the obvious shortcomings in terms of the labour mar-
ket, the early 1970s had one important effect beyond business tax revenue: the suc-
cessful attraction of both capital-intensive projects instilled a firm belief in the city’s
potential of overcoming the structural handicaps and to become a prosperous cen-
tre of industry. Rather than marring it, this belief was even fostered by the oil crisis.

Anticipation, validation and optimism: the first oil crisis
In October 1973, two crucial events strongly affected the global oil market and the
countless economic players depending on oil. After a controversy between the
Organization of the Petrol Exporting Countries (OPEC) and various oil companies
could not be solved, the OPEC raised the price for oil. As a result of the Yom
Kippur War, the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC)
imposed an import embargo on several countries that they deemed to be in support

33‘Alusuisse investiert fünf Milliarden Mark. Weltbekannte Unternehmungen verhandeln’,
Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 11 May 1971.

34See ‘Baut Amoco für 600 Millionen eine Jade-Raffinerie?’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 5 Mar. 1971;
‘Auch Mobil Oil am Standort Wilhelmshaven stark interessiert’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 9 Mar. 1971.

35See ‘Baubeginn der Raffinerie am 1. Januar 1973’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 7 Apr. 1972; ‘Heute
Grundsteinlegung der Mobil-Oil-Raffinerie’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 22 May 1975; ‘Wilhelmshaven –
Paradepferd der “Mobil”. Raffinerieprojekt an der Jade Vorbild für Umweltschutz und
Investitionspflicht’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 1 Sep. 1975.

36‘Richtiger Standort für die Raffinerie. Bundeskanzler Brandt: “Ein eindrucksvolles Beispiel erfolgrei-
cher Regionalpolitik”’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 3 May 1974.

37‘Mobil-Oil-Vertrag vom Land gebilligt. Baubeginn 1973 – 800 neue Arbeitsplätze’, Wilhelmshavener
Zeitung, 31 May 1972; ‘50 Raffinerie-Mitarbeiter sind schon im Training’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 12
Jan. 1974; ‘Seit 35 Jahren Sympathie für Wilhelmshaven’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 24 May 1974.

38See StdaWHV 3249, Chemie, Mineralöl, ‘Mobil Oil “Gute Nachbarschaft. Mobil in Wilhelmshaven”’.
39See StdaWHV 3249, Chemie, Mineralöl, ‘Mobil Oil “Wilhelmshaven und das Öl. Tatsachen und

Möglichkeiten”’.
40See StdaWHV 3061, Stadtplanung, box 1, ‘Ingesta-Gutachten: Stadtkernplanung Wilhelmshaven.

Bedenken und Anregungen aus gewerblicher Sicht’ (n.p., 1972).
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of Israel.41 Combined, both events constituted the so-called ‘first oil crisis’. In con-
trast to most assumptions about its historical impact on the ‘Western World’ in
general or Germany in particular, Wilhelmshaven did not experience the oil crisis
as a problem. On the contrary, even though the city’s economic backbone relied
heavily upon the turnaround of oil, local media, politicians, business and adminis-
tration reacted surprisingly appreciatively.

In the wake of the crisis, an option contract about a liquid gas terminal was
signed with a group of investors. This project had been discussed since 1971, but
never made it beyond that stage until November 1973. To the local newspaper,
these new developments were closely connected to the oil crisis, since the ‘terminal
would have been necessary without the crisis, the current crisis just makes it all the
more urgent’.42 A similar take on the oil crisis as a bearer of the city’s industrial
future can be found in a letter local businessman Heinz Roscher sent to the
mayor in January 1974. He detailed the local economy’s ideas of reviving the
‘Niedersachsenbrücke’; that is, the jetty built for the Alusuisse project. As the alu-
minium industry was suffering from a severe drop in sales since early 1973, the pro-
ject was halted and the jetty left more or less out of use. In a critical letter to the
editor, a member of a recently formed local party closely tied to the environmen-
talist group43 sneered about the ‘romantic silence of the Niedersachsenbrücke …,
disturbed only twice a month by a salt ship from the Netherlands’.44 Roscher, how-
ever, did not discuss the economic shortcomings of the Alusuisse project, but sug-
gested using the oil crisis as an argument for Wilhelmshaven. The crisis, he argued,
demonstrated that the economy was too dependent on the oil-producing countries’
‘mood’. Since their behaviour could find ‘imitators’, a ‘timely safeguard against sup-
ply disruptions’ was necessary. This, he concluded following broader economic
trends towards diversification, could be Wilhelmshaven’s chance as a potential
national provisioning centre for natural resources.45

The crisis not only served as an argumentative base for considerations about
future developments, but also as a backdrop for validating past decisions and
investments. In his speech at the festive setting of the refinery’s foundation stone
in May 1974, Mobil Oil’s German CEO Herbert C. Levinsky explained that the
oil crisis had not upset his or the company’s belief in the validity of their decision.
To him, building the refinery in Wilhelmshaven was as reasonable now as it had
been in 1972. The oil crisis, he summarized, ‘has made the tasks we are facing
here – contributing to energy supply and attracting further business – even clearer
to us’.46

41See Graf, Öl und Souveränität, 4.
42‘Was bringt der Flüssiggas-Terminal? Am Rande der gestrigen Vertragsunterzeichnung notiert’,

Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 29 Nov. 1973.
43The local party ‘Die Bürgerschaft’ was founded in 1972. ‘Its nucleus’, a brochure for the party’s 10th

anniversary claimed, ‘were citizens’ initiatives, which took up environmental thinking in 1965’. See
StdaWHV 3410, Parteien, box 4, ‘10 Jahre Bürgerschaft 1972–1982. Entstehung, politische Wirkung,
Zukunftsaufgaben’.

44‘Hintergründe einer Hochzeit’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 6 Feb. 1974.
45StdaWHV 2010–5, Arthur Grunewald, box 3, Roscher to Grunewald, Jan. 1974.
46‘Grundsteinlegung in Wilhelmshaven’, Mobil Oil Rundschau, 1974, 4.
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The NWO was not worried about the oil crisis either but even considered it as a
legitimation of their efforts. When a further dredging of the waterway was finished
in April 1974, Horst Apel, the NWO’s director, declared that his company had been
correct in demanding that the ‘Federal Republic needed to become at least partially
independent of foreign import harbours and refinery sites’. The oil crisis did not
just prove this point, he continued, but also Wilhelmshaven’s importance for the
German refineries. ‘Thanks to the expansions [supported by the NWO], the oil
port was capable to remedy the shortages several refineries faced due to the
embargo on Rotterdam.’47 In January, Heinz Gerken, economic correspondent of
the WZ, had already reasoned similarly. The NWO and Lower Saxony had invested
more than ‘1bn in developing Wilhelmshaven into the German oil base, to become
at least a little independent from Marseille and Rotterdam. These times of crisis
confirm that the investments were economically profitable.’48 These judgments
were in keeping with the position of the administration, which Eickmeier had for-
mulated very early on. In an interview with the WZ, he explained in early
November 1973 that ‘this situation of crisis vividly demonstrates the necessity of
developing the German deep water harbour here’.49

It would be too simplistic to understand the oil crisis in the almost omnipresent
formula of ‘crisis as opportunity’. Looking at the contemporary assessment of the
oil crisis, there certainly was a decidedly anticipatory and optimistic dimension to
it, which Roscher spelled out when he suggested using it as an argument. The per-
ceptions of crisis contained the past as a temporal frame of reference, too. In this
case, the crisis clearly validated past decisions and, hence, corroborated the local
power relations: since the policy of industrialization was validated through the cri-
sis, changing these policies must have seemed unreasonable.

Prelude II: optimistic futures and disenchanting presents
When the refinery was inaugurated in September 1976, Mobil Oil’s vice executive
president Curtis M. Klaerner recapitulated the developments of the past four years,
in which ‘all of us have experienced the severe effects of opposing drifts in politics,
economy, and currency’. These developments, he concluded, had an important
learning effect for ‘the industrialized world … [, which] not only adapted to the
situation but emerged stronger and more experienced than before’.50 Klaerner’s
speech is representative of the general atmosphere in mid-1970s Wilhelmshaven,
where an optimistic outlook at the future frequently met a disenchanting present.
A prime example of this peculiar mixture can be found in the considerable discrep-
ancies of the city’s budget projections from 1974/75 and 1976/77 (Figures 1 and 2).
Both the business tax and the overall tax revenue projections indicate a decreasing,
but still prevailingly optimistic view of the future. As the third columns indicate,
none of these projections ever came close to the real outcome. It even began to
drop between 1977 and 1978. With two exceptions in 1980 and 1981, which are

47‘“Wilhelmshaven strahlt heute natürlich”’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 17 Apr. 1974.
48‘Deutsche Basis’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 5 Jan. 1974.
49‘Ölhafen Wilhelmshaven trägt Versorgungshoffnung’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 1 Nov. 1973.
50StdaWHV 3249, Chemie, Mineralöl, ‘Speech of C.M. Klaerner at the inauguration of the Mobil Oil

refinery’, 2.
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due to tax reforms on the national level, this trend remained constant until 1990
(Figure 3). City council and administration reacted to these trends, too. The disen-
chanting present becomes almost palpable in an unprecedentedly gloomy note for
New Year’s Eve in 1976. Here, the new mayor, Eberhard Krell, and Eickmeier told
their readers that ‘everybody has their own problems’ and that this is not the time
‘for emotional words’ about the past year.51 A year before, Krell’s predecessor
Arthur Grunewald and Eickmeier had not been so taciturn about the city’s pro-
blems. ‘The past months brought bitter disappointments, as the general recession
hit Wilhelmshaven, too, and increased the citizens’ unemployment.’52 Indeed, the
unemployment rates had been rising almost continuously since 1970 (Figure 4).
One segment affected by job losses was the construction business. Even though
this was a general trend in 1970s Germany, the job losses in Wilhelmshaven are
particularly striking, because the refinery and a coal power station were huge con-
struction sites. Combined, both sites attracted more than 3,000 construction work-
ers, of whom, however, fewer than 500 came from Wilhelmshaven or nearby
regions.53

Industrial workers also severely suffered from job losses.54 The loss of industrial
jobs was in keeping with general trends in Germany, where a segregated labour

Figure 1. Business tax revenue projections and outcome
Source: StdaWHV 3080, box 1, Projektbericht, 145.

51‘Jeder hat seine eigenen Probleme’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 31 Dec. 1976.
52‘Vertrauen schenken. Stadt zum bevorstehenden Jahreswechsel’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 31 Dec.

1975.
53See WZ, ‘“Bau” wartet auf ankurbelnde Maßnahmen’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 16 Jan. 1974;

StdaWHV 900, Ratsprotokolle, ‘Grundsatzreferat zum Haushalt 1975 von G. Eickmeier. Anlage zur
Niederschrift über die öffentliche Sitzung des Rates der Stadt am 4.12.74’.

54See the numbers in F. Buß, ‘Industrielle Ansiedlungspolitk in Wilhelmshaven. Darstellung der
Voraussetzungen und Folgen an Projektbeispielen’, University of Bremen diploma thesis, 1986, 3–8. Buß
lists layoffs in the nearby production site for typewriters, a crane and a furniture manufacturer.
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market evolved that could not absorb a workforce trained for industrial labour.55

An internal report of the planning department indicated a direct connection
between the loss of industrial jobs and the slow but steady decline of
Wilhelmshaven’s population (Figure 5). Emigration beyond city limits, the report
from 1980 found, was ‘clearly characterized by jobs from the producing sector’.56

Interestingly, the larger proportion of jobs – roughly 1,400 – in the industrial sector

Figure 2. General tax revenue projections and outcome
Source: StdaWHV 3080, box 1, Projektbericht, 145.

Figure 3. Business tax revenue (long term)
Source: For the numbers, see the respective volumes of Stadt Wilhelmshaven, ed., Haushaltssatzung und
Haushaltsplan der Stadt Wilhelmshaven, Wilhelmshaven.

55See A. Steiner, ‘Die siebziger Jahre als Kristallisationspunkt des wirtschaftlichen Strukturwandels in
West und Ost?’, in Jarausch (ed.), Ende der Zuversicht?, 29–48 (at 38).

56StdaWHV 3061, Stadtplanung, Wiederaufbau nach 1945, box 2, ‘Berichte zur Stadtentwicklung. Zur
Binnen- und Aussenwanderung der Wohnbevölkerung. Teil 2: Feinanalyse 1978’, 4. The report’s data
was from 1975 to 1978.
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was lost between 1970 and 1975; that is, the time largely marked by optimism and
euphoria about the successful attraction of Alusuisse and Mobil Oil. In comparison,
between 1975 and 1980, ‘only’ approximately 400 further jobs were lost here.57 This
incongruity suggests that the aforementioned patterns of optimism and validation
that had developed since April 1970 then concealed the problematic structural
developments.

Yet, the bleak present neither tarnished the belief in future prospects nor – and
this is more important – the politics of attracting capital-intensive industries, even
though their anticipated pull-effects for labour-intensive industries came to noth-
ing. In his speech about the budget plan for 1976, the treasurer spelled out the
almost eschatological58 dimension of the authorities’ belief in the future.
Although ‘the current situation of our finances and of our budget poses a chal-
lenge’, the authorities should not be ‘discouraged by the dictate of the empty coffer’.
He called on the council members ‘to contribute to an improvement of the general
atmosphere – from pessimism towards faith and confidence!’59 This, he explained,
was in keeping with the suggestions of the National Council of Economic Experts.

Representative brochures and notes on the New Year, published on New Year’s
Eve, became the medial habitat for the city’s optimism. Despite the anxiety about
the oil crisis, Eickmeier and Grunewald explained by the end of 1974 that the city

Figure 4. Unemployment rate (long term)
Source: For the numbers, see G. Ulrich, Beschäftigungskrise und Arbeitsmarktstrategie im Raum Wilhelmshaven/
Friesland (Wilhelmshaven, 1985), tables 12 a–d.

57Numbers from: StdaWHV 3061, Stadtplanung, Wiederaufbau nach 1945, box 3, ‘Wilhelmshaven. Das
mittelfristige Stadtentwicklungskonzept’ (Wilhelmshaven, 1985), 3–8.

58In his discussion of Reinhart Koselleck’s conceptual remarks about crisis, Conrad Schetter points out
that the ‘concept implies an eschatological understanding of history and the future in that crises always bear
the conviction of overcoming them’. C. Schetter, ‘Krise, Katastrophe und soziale Ordnung: Der Bürgerkrieg
in Afghanistan’, in T. Mergel (ed.), Krisen verstehen. Historische und kulturwissenschaftliche Annäherungen
(Frankfurt am Main, 2012), 99–116 (at 101).

59StdaWHV 900, Ratsprotokolle, ‘Für eine verbesserte Haushaltsstruktur. Zum Haushalt 1976 von
Stadtkämmerer Norbert Boese. Anlage zur Niederschrift über die öffentliche Sitzung des Rates der Stadt
am 3.12.1975, 1f.’.
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had made a ‘step forward’.60 A year later, a journalist of the WZ claimed that the
city ‘consolidated itself as a seat of industry in the past year’ and would continue to
thrive in the upcoming ‘year of destiny and regional elections’.61 The representative
texts were, of course, even more outspoken about Wilhelmshaven’s opportunities.
In a promotional journal from 1976, where any city could represent itself,
Wilhelmshaven boasted with ‘41,000 crisis-proof jobs’.62 Brochures from 1975
and 1978 propagated the slogan of a ‘young city full of opportunity’,63 another bro-
chure took up maritime tropes and spoke of ‘economic upwinds’,64 and the local
savings bank proudly declared in 1979 that Wilhelmshaven had ‘every chance for
the future’.65

Since the beginning of Wilhelmshaven’s ‘breakthrough’ in 1970, Lower Saxon
politicians also encouraged the city’s belief in a prosperous future – if the attraction
of industries continued. In May 1974, Lower Saxony’s secretary of commerce,
Helmuth Greulich, declared his ‘optimism about the future development: there is
a strong interest in Wilhelmshaven and Mobil Oil’s foundation stone will certainly
not be the last to be laid here’.66 When the contract with the liquid gas terminal was

Figure 5. Population in absolute numbers
Source: For the numbers, see the respective volumes of Deutscher Städtetag, ed., Statistisches Jahrbuch deutscher
Gemeinden.

60See ‘Schritt nach vorn. Die Stadt zum Jahreswechsel’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 31 Dec. 1974.
61‘Schicksals und Wahljahr’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 31 Dec. 1975.
62Anon., ‘Wilhelmshaven’, in Landschaft und Wirtschaft. Ausgabe Nordwest 1976. Jahrbuch für kommu-

nale und regionale Strukturpolitik, Fremdenverkehr und Wirtschaftsförderung (Bremerhaven, 1976), 60–3
(at 62).

63StdaWHV 3689, Fremdenverkehr, Tourismus, Werbung, box 3, ‘Wilhelmshaven’, brochure from 1975,
republished in 1978.

64StdaWHV 3689, Fremdenverkehr, Tourismus, Werbung, box 3, ‘Wilhelmshaven’, undated brochure,
published 1976–81.

65StdaWHV 3689, Fremdenverkehr, Tourismus, Werbung, box 3, ‘Wilhelmshaven. Eine Stadt und ihre
Sparkasse’, brochure from 1979.

66‘Interesse für Standort Wilhelmshaven bei der Industrie nach wie vor lebhaft’, Wilhelmshavener
Zeitung, 24 May 1974.
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signed in 1976, Greulich’s predecessor, Walther Leisler Kiep, took almost the same
line. He knew of no fewer than eight companies interested in settling in
Wilhelmshaven, a regional newspaper from the nearby city of Jever reported.67

Again, the liquid gas terminal as well as the coal power station and the refinery,
which were opened a few months later, were praised for their contributions to
the city’s tax revenues and their potential pull-effects for labour-intensive indus-
tries.68 The conviction of potential pull-effects becomes almost tangible in a head-
line from February 1977, when Mobil Oil’s plans to build a cracker69 transpired:
‘An initial spark for further industrial settlements can be expected from the
Mobil Oil Refinery.’70

Even though the plants themselves created a meagre 500 jobs, the Social Democrats,
then governing the city, promised to ‘continue the ongoing politics of attracting indus-
try’71 in their programme for the 1978 Lower Saxon elections – and they did. Shortly
before the elections, an option contract about building a PVC production site was
signed with the British ICI – despite the ecological uncertainty of the project72

and the company’s questionable closure of its Offenbach plant in 1978. When the
plant opened in 1981, the company sent image brochures to the citizens, explaining
that ‘Wilhelmshaven needs an active economic life’ to which the ICI would contrib-
ute. They praised the ‘consequent and well-measured economic policy’ and promised
to contribute to the city’s further prosperity, modernity and success in the future.73

‘The most difficult situation since the end of World War II’ – the end of
industrialization
In its issue for New Year’s Eve 1979, the WZ took a proud look back at the decade
in which ‘Wilhelmshaven established itself as a seat of industry.’ The journalist had
spoken to local politicians, who ‘characterized the industrial settlements … as one
of the most important events of the fading decade’.74 In 1985, only six years later,
the situation was assessed completely differently. The new chief-municipal director
Arno Schreiber diagnosed an ‘eminently difficult situation, maybe the most difficult
situation since the end of World War II’.75 These diametrically different assess-
ments about Wilhelmshaven’s situation mark the beginning and the end of a
phase in which various problems escalated in fairly rapid succession.

67‘Lebhafte Nachfrage nach hiesigen Industriestandorten. Wirtschaftsminister Kiep: Acht ernsthafte
Interessenten für Wilhelmshaven, sechs für Emden’, Jeversches Wochenblatt, 6 Jul. 1976.

68See ‘Mobil Oil hochkarätiger Industriebetrieb’, Jeversches Wochenblatt, 14 Sep. 1976.
69Crackers are facilities to create short-chain hydrocarbon, on which various petrochemical products

rely.
70‘Von Mobil Oil wird Initialzündung für neue Industrieansiedlung erwartet’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung,

16 Feb. 1977. Emphasis added.
71StdaWHV 3410, Parteien, box 1, ‘Für ein l(i)ebenswertes Wilhelmshaven’, programme of the Social

Democratic Party.
72Buß, Industrielle Ansiedlungspolitk, 71–80, details the poisonous effects.
73StdaWHV 3249, Chemie, Mineralöl, ‘ICI und Wilhelmshaven – Partner auf dem Weg in die Zukunft’,

Jun. 1981.
74‘Fazit der 70er Jahre: Wilhelmshaven hat sich als Industriestandort durchgesetzt’, Wilhelmshavener

Zeitung, 31 Dec. 1979.
75‘Das mittelfristige Stadtentwicklungskonzept’, n.p.
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Wilhelmshaven’s changing slogans illustrate this process. The ‘young city full of
opportunity’,76 which was a motto throughout the 1970s and early 1980s, became
‘the likeable city at the ocean’77 by 1984 – and this likeable city faced severe eco-
nomic problems, whose inception can be detected in Eickmeier’s comment about
the new challenges the city would have to cope with in the 1980s. In an outlook
of the next decade, he said, ‘we will need labour-intensive plants as satellites around
the Voslapper Groden at any cost’.78 Apparently, administration and politics had
realized that the declining population and the problems of the labour market
were due to the lack of labour-intensive industries. But these industries did not
come. Instead, the city intended to attract a coal-gasification complex by the
Shell company. When the ‘second oil crisis’ was over and the petrol price began
to drop to its pre-crisis level, Shell quickly discontinued the project in 1983. The
coal-gasification complex would prove to be the last large-scale industrial project.79

The liquid gas terminal also never made it beyond the project stage and in 1985 the
refinery closed its doors for good. Between these severe setbacks for the city’s indus-
trialization strategy, Eickmeier resigned in 1984 amidst allegations of bribery.80

Historian Thomas Mergel characterizes crises as ‘times of rapid change’.81 Even
though this is a broad-brush characterization, it is certainly accurate for the phase
between 1983 and 1985. Furthermore, contemporaries began to use the term as a
means to describe Wilhelmshaven’s situation for the first time since the early
1950s. At the Social Democrats’ district congress in May 1984, where the negative
spiral of events – from the scandal evolving around Eickmeier through to the eco-
nomic and social problems – created quite a stir, the district party leader, Udo
Bergner, cautioned against social hardships in the ‘solution of this crisis’. To
him, ‘this crisis’ was composed of the ‘crash of business tax revenue… and the sim-
ultaneous increase of benefit expenditure’.82 A year later, the party’s regional can-
didate for the general elections, Wilfried Adam, added ‘the shutdown of Mobil Oil,
the rapid increase of social costs, high unemployment, and so on’.83 In the mid-
term urban development plan that Schreiber commissioned immediately after tak-
ing over from Eickmeier, he spoke of crisis, too. After detailing the dramatic

76Among others, see StdaWHV 3689, Fremdenverkehr, Tourismus, Werbung, box 3, ‘Wilhelmshaven.
Junge Stadt mit allen Chancen’, undated brochure, likely from 1974; ‘Wilhelmshaven’, brochure from
1975, republished in 1978; StdaWHV 3249, Chemie, Mineralöl, ‘Mobil Oil, “Gute Nachbarschaft. Mobil
in Wilhelmshaven”’.

77StdaWHV 3689, Fremdenverkehr, Tourismus, Werbung, box 3, ‘Nordseestadt Wilhelmshaven… sym-
pathische Stadt am Meer’, brochure from 1984.

78‘Die achtziger Jahre – Beginnt eine Zeit des Umbruchs?’, Wilhelmshavener Zeitung, 31 Dec. 1979.
79See Graul, Stadt auf Befehl, 180.
80The scandal erupted around the publication of a book entitled ‘Dirty Quagmire’ in which the authors

suggested that Eickmeier had taken bribes. The accusations eventually came to nothing, but Eickmeier’s
reputation was shattered. See D. Handlötgen and H. Venske, ‘Dreckiger Sumpf’. Konzerne, Kommunen,
Korruptionen (Hamburg, 1984). For the court case, see the documents compiled in StdaWHV 3100,
Politik und Verwaltung, box 1.

81T. Mergel, ‘Einleitung: Krisen als Wahrnehmungsphänomene’, in idem, Krisen verstehen, 9–22 (at 10).
82StdaWHV 3410, Parteien, box 2, ‘Rede des Fraktionsvorsitzenden Udo Bergner für den

Unterbezirksparteitag, 12.5.84’.
83StdaWHV 3410, Parteien, box 1, ‘Wirtschaftsförderung neugestalten’, Der Mühlstein, 1 (1985), 2.
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budgetary situation, for which he held the ‘investment decisions of the 1970s’84

responsible, he declared: ‘Now, we do not need the encompassing “fine weather”
planning based on safe growth rates, but an instrument to detect and overcome
crisis-ridden developments and to reorient in difficult times.’85 In order to over-
come ‘the barriers for further development’,86 he suggested to put emphasis on sup-
porting local and medium-sized business. Effectively, this meant the end ‘of the
long-term fixation on large-scale industrial complexes’.87

Conclusion
For the greater part of the 1970s, media, politicians, corporations and administration
drewa positive and optimistic picture aboutWilhelmshaven’s present and, in particular,
its future. This optimism was closely connected to the attraction of specific industries,
specifically large-scale extractive complexes from the petrochemical industry. Yet it
also belied theproblematic developments of the city’s finances andon the labourmarket.
Furthermore, the initial successes of attracting Alusuisse andMobil Oil glossed over the
failure of attracting further plants let alone labour-intensive industries. Hence, themore
encompassing and general historiographical findings about Germany in the 1970s are
both borne out and called into question by local developments in Wilhelmshaven.

Wilhelmshaven was in keeping with the general trend of a declining industrial
labour market. Yet, this did not correspond with a decline in industrial investment.
The city rather saw a surge of huge construction activity for industrial complexes.
This raises the question of the nature of Wilhelmshaven’s industrialization. In its
self-description and in the context of planning, Wilhelmshaven surely was an
industrializing city. Moreover, industrialization was more than just plans on
paper. Concrete steps were taken: plants were built and industrial areas had their
infrastructure developed. In addition, there was opposition to the attraction of
extractive industries, their ensuing ecological problems and their irrelevance to
the labour market. If Wilhelmshaven had not been an industrializing city, such pro-
test would have been neither necessary nor plausible. These findings provoke fur-
ther research into the history of (sea) port cities and their politics of
industrialization. At least for Antwerp, Rotterdam and Hamburg, a growing interest
in the petrochemical sector can be observed, too.88 Especially because of their vary-
ing degrees of success, a comparative look at these politics seems to be a promising
field of research on (sea) port cities.

Next to these findings about the city’s industrialization, the Wilhelmshaven case
contradicts well-established narratives about the 1970s in Germany. In

84‘Das mittelfristige Stadtentwicklungskonzept’, n.p.
85Ibid., 1.
86Ibid., 2
87Ibid.
88For Antwerp and Rotterdam, see A. van Klink, ‘The Kempen nexus. The spatial-economic develop-

ment of Rotterdam and Antwerp’, in E. Buyst, G. Devos and R. Loyen (eds.), Struggling for Leadership:
Antwerp – Rotterdam. Port Competition between 1870–2000 (Berlin and Heidelberg 2003), 143–59
(esp. 144–50). For Hamburg, see C. Strupp, ‘Kooperation und Konkurrenz. Herausforderungen der
Hamburger Hafenwirtschaftspolitik in den 1960er und 1970er Jahren’, Zeitgeschichte in Hamburg 2011
(Hamburg, 2012), 31–55 (esp. 46–53).
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Wilhelmshaven, the 1970s were not the tipping point from optimism to pessimism.
None of the ‘common suspects’; that is, the collapse of the Bretton Woods currency
system, the first oil crisis, or the ensuing recession, impaired the general atmosphere
of hope and optimism. Only after the acceleration of problematic developments in
the first half of the 1980s did administration and politics put a stop to further
industrialization. This ties in with Frank Bösch’s recent suggestion that 1979 was
the significantly more important date when it comes to a history of our present.89

These findings are suggestive for at least three perspectives on the concept of cri-
sis in urban history. First, the analysis of the first oil crisis has shown that historio-
graphical diagnoses about it being a watershed are subverted by local developments.
Studying global diagnoses in a local context is not only a benefit of urban history
but also a necessary prerequisite when investigating crises. Secondly, a closer look at
crises in cities beyond tropes such as ‘urban crisis’, or rise and fall narratives, seems
promising. Even though the characterization of crises as ‘times of rapid change’90 is
not a sufficient definition, it is illuminating to take a closer look at precisely such
phases of acceleration, when past and present developments collide and create a
constellation generally referred to as ‘crisis‘, i.e. a phase of latency when a city’s
weal and woe are at stake. Both crises, thirdly, had decidedly temporal dimensions.
While the first oil crisis served as an argumentative framework for validating past
decisions, fostered the belief in future progress and sharpened the perspective on
the present, the mid-1980s saw a collision of the past with the present, in which
a severe change of the city’s economic policy was deemed necessary for the future.

89See F. Bösch, ‘L’année 1979. Transformations globales et bouleversements annonciateurs’, Revue
histoire, économie et société, 35 (2016), 77–92.

90Mergel, ‘Einleitung’, 10.
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